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Recently, direct numerical simulations have provided evidence that the information exchange between the near–wall and
the outer region of turbulent channel flows is an asymmetric process, with information being preferentially transported
from the outer flow towards the wall [2]. Causalitywise, this observation implies that the flow structures in the outer layer
exert a significant influence on the dynamics of their counterparts in the near–wall region [4], whilst the impact of the
latter on the outer layer structures seems to be limited. Compared to the canonical case, the causal relations between
outer and near–wall dynamics in hydraulic free–surface flows over mobile sediment beds are less well understood. In
this talk, we discuss as an example for an open causality problem in hydraulics the development of streamwise–aligned
sediment ridges on an initially flat mobile sediment bed sheared by a turbulent open channel flow (cf. figure 1). While
these sediment ridges are well–known to closely interact with secondary currents of Prandtl’s second kind, it remains
unclear whether a lateral bed variation causes the formation of secondary flow patterns in a ‘bottom–up mechanism’
or whether, vice versa, a spanwise variation of the turbulent flow is responsible for the evolution of the characteristic
bedforms implying a ‘top–down mechanism’ [5].
By means of interface–resolved direct numerical simulations incorporating an immersed boundary technique and a dis-
crete element model [7, 3], we show that the formation of sediment ridges is controlled by the outer large–scale velocity
streaks and associated Reynolds stress–carrying structures in a ‘top–down mechanism’ that is in line with the concept of
causality in canonical single–phase channel flows outlined in [2]. In this context, two–point two–time correlations reveal
that the sediment bed evolution follows the dynamics of the large–scale structures in the channel bulk with a delay of
several bulk time units, underlining the causal relation between both. The large–scale flow structures induce spanwise–
alternating regions of low and high bed shear stress and thus lead to a locally reduced or enhanced erosion activity. The
eroded sediment concentrates in a rather thin but intense sediment transport layer above the bed that disrupts the clas-
sical buffer–layer processes. The dynamics of the largest–scale structures in the channel bulk, on the other hand, do
not significantly differ from those in single–phase smooth–wall open channels, thereby supporting earlier observations
over fully–rough bottom walls according to which the outer flow is essentially unaffected by the details of the near–wall
dynamics [6, 1].
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Figure 1. Instantaneous snapshot of sediment ridges and troughs together with a large–scale low–speed streak, visualised as isosorface
of the streamwise velocity fluctuation u′. Brighter particle colours indicate a larger distance to the bottom wall. The mean secondary
flow pattern is shown as vector plot at the downstream end of the periodic domain, main flow is from bottom left to top right. Simulation
parameters: Reb = 9500, Reτ = 830, Ga = 57, ρp/ρf = 2.5, Hf/D = 25.
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